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Ideals of Beautyness 
 

I don’t have a male voice. I have my own voice. With this voice I fight you back or 
sing about you. If it’s high or low it’s for me just anyways. To say to you that you are 
shit, my voice is good enough. I don’t fit in your Idear of ‚Woman‘ in this two-Gender-
World. The Fary of your dream you imagined different. And your Ideal of Beautyness 
has no space for differences. I give a shit on it and I am angry that this Ideal of 
Beautyness makes me feel bad. Sometimes I want to correspond with what every 
advertising shows to me. I can make lose weight as much I want but my hated body 
stays. I feel ugly, when I get bad comments always on streets. All people know how a 
woman hast to look like. To be a woman you have to have big breast, low weight and 
no stubbles in your face. For your smal world a few hairs are bad. I am sorry if I don’t 
be the fary of your farytales. 
 
Hook: 
A bit glamour and music and I am flying over the dancefloor. To dance I need 
everything but no Ideal of Beautyness. For me it’s hard to look like Barbie. But 
for me I am the dancingqueen of this party. A bit glamour and music and I am 
flying over the dancefloor. To dance I need everything but no Ideal of 
Beautyness. Form me it’s hard to look like Barbie. But for me I am the 
dancingqueen. End of last hook: So I dance together with all queens and 
queers of this party. 
 
I try to like myself. Thats easy to say if the last comment is still hurting me, if other 
people offend me, of course only in a ‚funny way‘, until the most funniest guy is 
holding me and touch my ass. And I fee ugliness inside me as more as such things 
happen. Than I ask myself: Who defined me as ugly? This bad guys I don’t want to 
give this right. I give a shit on them and on all what they see inside me. 
 
Sample: ‚I don’t like your manners you Lord. Why don’t you look at me as a man?‘ „I 
am not a man“. 
 
For you it’s difficult to call me with my favorit name. Specialy when you see my beard 
in the morning. Or do I don’t wear a female styl today? Is my makeup not fitting in 
every detail? I see myself as a woman, also if it’s not fitting in your world. Maybe it’s 
just the category which is fitting better for me. No more I listen to the advertising, than 
I feel more strong and I hate ideals of beautyness so much more than my body! 
If I style myself than I do it now for underline my beautyness. No more to fitt in the 
norms of advertising. I feel beautyful without ‚Jade‘. I am worth it without ‚Loreal‘. I 
don’t need ‚Venus Breeze‘ to feel like a godness. Now my weighing-machine only 
says to my that I am right and I am good. My mirror is kissing me on my head and 
makes me brave to go out. So I dance my life to the beat wich I play myself. And with 
selfconfidence I go through the city like on a catwalk.  
 


